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A breathtaking 
desert
The Agafay desert is a mineral desert 
spreading over 20 kilometers. Its 
microclimate is surprising: at the 
foot of the Atlas mountain range, 
its climatic conditions are close to 
the Sahara’s. 

No sand dunes here, but a very 
soft rocky terrain with breathtaking 
landscapes, lights that vary 
depending on the time of the day 
and snow-capped peaks, including 
the Toubkal, in the background – 
only 30 kilometers from Marrakech!

The desert can’t be described,  it needs 
to be experienced. THÉODORE MONOD
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The interior 
design of the 
village
The camp was designed by Vincent 
Jaquet.

It is a true invitation to travel and 
explore.

All the materials used were picked 
from local Moroccan handicraft 
and transformed everyday objects.

Vincent likes spending time in 
nature, looking for wood or iron 
pieces, which he uses to decorate 
spaces. Rocks, stones, brown colour 
gradients are recurring patterns 
within the camp.

 

 

 

A tent camp:a unique experience

The accomodation is composed of 3 INARA Suite 
tents, 9 EMOTION tents and 6 DISCOVERY 
tents  from 25 to 36 square meters, each including :
 
•  kind size bed 
•  a desk 
•  a separate bathroom with a shower and toilets 
•  Orange blossom "Les sens de Marrakech" 
amenities products, argan oil soap, hairdryer
For the EMOTION and INARA Suite tent 
•  a private terrace
•  extra bed on request 
•  NEW: wood stove to be comfortable in winter
•  NEW: air cooler in summer

In the middle of a vast space of 21 hectares, 
the camp consists of two parts.
The high part includes a restaurant, which 
welcomes guests passing through for lunch.
The high part includes our restaurant Le 
Soukoune which welcomes guests for lunch or 
dinner in private tents.
Since 2021, Les Terrasses D’agafay, our new 
part, welcomes you for special events.
Down below, the bivouac accommodation 
offers the unique opportunity of spending a 
night or more in the desert.
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INTERVIEW WITH VINCENT JAQUET
DESIGNER OF INARA CAMP

His Moroccan 
Adventure !
« In November 2002, I went on a solo voyage of 
7,000 kilometers through Morocco and literally fell 
in love with the Sahara. 

3 months later, at the age of 30, I left Biarritz in 
southwest France, to settle in the last village of the 
Draa Valley, M’hamid el Ghizlane, where the road 
stops to give way to the Saharan dunes... a dream ! 

In 2003, I created a -15room boutique hotel, DAR 

in Morocco in 2004.  
I like the idea of a concept of accommodation, which 
can offer a unique experience during an unusual 
journey through this amazing country. Altogether, I 
have designed 5 bivouacs which are all completely 
different from one another.

to Marrakech.

I am truly passionate about hotel and catering 
ventures.

Customer experience in a camp is probably one of 
the most extreme in the hospitality industry.

That’s why managing camps in the middle of nowhere 
is the ultimate achievement of true passion.

After completing my studies at the Culinary and 
Hotel Management School of Dijon, I went on to 
work in 2 and 3 Michelin Star restaurants with Joël 
Robuchon and other great chefs, who have taught 
me the consistency and rigour of my trade.

Le Soukoune 
The Restaurant
In the upper part of the camp, offering an unforgettable 
view on the desert and the Atlas Mountains, the « 
Soukoune » restaurant is open for lunch, diners and 
events (receptions, weddings and seminars).

 

Chef Mustafa enjoys cooking the best regional 

On site, a team from the South Sahara welcomes 
you with their legendary hospitality.  

Dinner is served in « the circle », the shared living 

skies, everything is there to take travellers on an 
unforgettable journey.»

CAMP.
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Magical spot

Les Terrasses d’Agafay

'

The third part of Inara was built at the end of 2020. It stands 
on 13 hectares with an amazing view on the Atlas mountains 
and Toubkal pic and will be now the place to welcome your 
events til 100 people : seminar, workshop, teambuilding, 
celebrations, 

This camp is made of 50 Explorator tents of 
25square meters. You will find : 
-   A king size bed (twin on request)
-   Bathroom with shower (hot water) and 
separate toilets 
-   Amenities with « Les Sens de Marrakech » 
products like soap with argan oil and orange 
blossom, hair dryer
Moreover, the large stunning pool of 23 
meters will be a real asset to surprise your 
guests. 

Let’s enjoy a new vision of the 
Agafay rocky desert from Les 
Terrasses d’Agafay and discover 
an incredible hot air balloon 
flight. Silence is here, just listen ! 

PRESS KIT - INARA CAMP 
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Activities in 
the desert
Vincent and his team organise 
many activities on site: 

Camel or horse rides, quad or 
mountain-biking, trekking, lunch 
at local families, pétanque…

The bivouac accommodation 
is 14 km away from the LALLA 
TAKERKOUST Lake, offering 
countless water activities such 
as canoeing, kayaking, stand up 
paddling, jet skiing, hoverboard, 
banana boat. Lunch is also served 
by the pool for you to have a 
wonderful time.

The ochre 
coloured city 
of Marrakech 
A visit of Marrakech, located 30 
kilometers from the camp, is a 
must:

Fascinating, inspiring, mysterious, 
stunning, mesmerizing, welcoming, 
Marrakech is a city of a thousand 
faces.

The ochre city has something for 
everyone to enjoy.

Culture and history lovers will be 
delighted, sports and adventure 
enthusiasts will be thrilled, those 
looking for tranquillity and peace 
will be as happy as night owls and 
families, who will enjoy holidaying 
in a privileged setting.

The medina truly is a haven of 
peace, between modernism and 
tradition.

Wandering around the medina 
near Mederssa Ben Youssef is a 
unique experience, knowing that 
all alleyways lead to the Djemaa el 
Fna square and that the Koutoubia 
mosque is a landmark for all.

Afterwards, roaming further toward 
the modern center of the red city, 
GUELIZ, offers a surprising contrast. 
It’s the ideal neighbourhood to 
stroll around, do some shopping, 
have lunch, go on a carriage ride 
and meet Marrakchis.
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I have always loved the desert. One 
sits down on a desert sand dune, sees 
nothing, hears nothing. Yet through the 

silence something gleams...
ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

Rates
ACCOMODATION :

LE SOUKOUNE
 

 

ACTIVITIES : 

TRANSFERS :

PRIVATIZATION :

PRESS CONTACT CONTACT INARA CAMP

Tel : 070 205 24 5 212+
contact@inaracamp.com
www.inaracamp.com

Hélène PERISSE
sales1@inaracamp.com

Karima ZEKRI 
sales@inaracamp.com

Sidi Ghanem zone industrielle N317° – Marrakech

•  from 2000 MAD in half-board including dinner 
and breakfast

•  Menu from 350 MAD per person under private tent

•  Swimming pool day from 300 MAD per person
LES TERRASSES D’AGAFAY

•  Camel ride at 300 MAD per person.
•  Single quad at 900 MAD for 2 Hours

•  Transfers from Marrakech at 550 MAD per way

•  For your events, customized rates


